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GDI vs. GDP

 GDP: Estimate by adding up outputs (based on firm 
surveys etc.)

 GDI: Estimate by adding up inputs (based on tax 
data)

 Growing sense that GDI might be better way of 
measuring output than GDP
 Tax data may have less measurement error than survey 

data

 US Evidence that difference between GDI and GDP 
forecasts GDP revisions



Nalewalk (2010)
GDP – GDI predicts Revisions to GDP…



Nalewalk (2010)
GDP-GDI is Cyclical! 



Nalewalk (2010)
But GDI no less likely to be revised



Nalewalk (2010)
So, in some cases, it makes a big 
difference which we use!



Fujiwara and Ogawa demonstrate 
importance for Japan!

Abe takes office



Fujiwara and Ogawa: 
Key contributions

 First independent estimate of GDI

 Requires independent estimate of operating surplus 
and mixed income

 Demonstrate markedly different behavior vs. GDE
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Fujiwara and Ogawa: 
Key contributions

 First independent estimate of GDI

 Requires independent estimate of operating surplus 
and mixed income

 Demonstrate markedly different behavior vs. GDE

 Analyze sources of discrepancy
 Conclude that main source of difference arises from 

differences in compensation of employees

 Economic Census (survey) vs. Tax Data

 Could be different due to misreporting of taxes, or 
differences in number of corporations





Tax Misreporting

 Fujiwara and Ogawa point out that the consumption 
tax hike of 2014 may have had an unexpected effect 
on statistical reporting

 If some companies mistakenly exclude consumption 
tax when reported, higher taxes would lead to a 
bigger gap between (correct) GDI and GDP



Comment #1

 Very important paper on a key measurement issue! 

 But can employee compensation explain the 
difference? 

 Isn’t GDE constructed using output data, and National 
Accounts measures of “compensation of employees” 
only used to provide a breakdown of the total amount 
into components? 

 If so, the puzzle remains…



Calculation of GDE

 Fujiwara and Ogawa:



Comment #2

 How does deflation work for GDI?

 Conceptual underpinnings of GDE (or GDP) based on 
utility value of output, leading to definition of standard 
GDP deflator
 Price deflator = expenditure on constant “basket” of 

goods

 Harder to apply to deflation of e.g. employee 
compensation
 Example: Suppose wages rise– could occur due to 

inflation (should be taken out) or productivity growth 
(should be left in!)



Conclusion

 Very interesting, provocative paper

Two comments: 

 #1: Can measurement of employee compensation 
really explain GDI vs. GDE gap, or only the 
decomposition of GDI into components? 

 #2: How to deflate GDI?


